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FROM THE EDITOR’S DESK 
After numerous delays, Issue #122 is finally ready.  First off, I want to apologize for the lateness in getting this issue out.  The editorial staff is 
working hard to improve the timeliness of INAV publication; however, sometimes the "day job" can get in the way.  Much of the delay in getting 
this issue out is squarely attributable to me, despite the best efforts of my co-editor Jeff Hood to keep me on track.  Work has kept me on the road 
and in the office much more than I (or my wife) would like for the last several quarters, and my hobby time has been pretty much nonexistent.  I 
appreciate your patience and understanding, and to the extent there are complaints or concerns, please feel free to contact me directly at 
pavel.tony@gmail.com or by phone at 202-744-4428.  
 
Okay, now that the apologies are out of the way, we can get to the meat of it.  Some things are worth waiting for, and I would submit that this issue 
might qualify.  With the help and efforts of some of the best indoor flyers in the world, we have put together a yearbook of some of the best win-
ning designs from the 2007 flying season.  I always love seeing new plans, and this issue has a bunch.  As always, we would like to thank all the 
folks who took the time to draw up their plans and write articles for INAV.  One of the great things about this hobby is the participants' seemingly 
unlimited willingness to share information and help out other flyers.  The camaraderie and generosity of the indoor community is really a huge 
draw for me, and without it, we could certainly not publish INAV.   
 
With that in mind, we have a new section in this issue, "Beginners Corner," the brain child of Carl Bakay.  We hope to use this section to provide 
information to help new and young flyers learn some of the ins and outs of the hobby.  Moving forward, we will be soliciting new articles for the 
"Beginners Corner" and encourage all the experience flyers out there to send in your tips and tricks for publication.  There is no minimum word 
count and even a one paragraph tip which may seem common sense or old hat to folks who have been doing this for years can be very helpful for 
the new guys out there.  So take a few minutes sometime and send us some of your favorite tips that you think might be helpful for folks starting 
out in the hobby. 
 
We hope you enjoy the issue and please keep sending in the great material. 
 
Best regards and good flying,  
Tony Pavel  

INAV subscriptions are for a 1 year period, during which 4 issues are anticipated. 
USA subscriptions are mailed bulk rate, all others are air mail. 
 
Adult subscriptions: 
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younger.  To get a Junior rate, proof of age must be supplied with the subscription payment.  Valid proof would include copies of high school or 
lower ID card, government issued permit, license, or ID with birth date, Flying organization ID card showing non-adult status, or anything you feel 
proves your eligibility. 
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IN MEMORIUM 

The Indoor community lost a well respected member, tireless supporter, and 
good friend when Dr. Vernon Hacker passed away this winter.  Known 
affectionately as “Doc” or “Hack” (and yes, he was both a surgeon and a 
golfer), he loved model airplanes and flew them his whole life.  He enjoyed 
competing, but was known even more for the support, guidance, and 
encouragement he gave to many in the hobby. 
 
Doc first took me under his wing when I moved to Cleveland ’98.  We poured 
microfilm in his basement– realizing the strength of the fumes only after we 
returned back from a trip upstairs (I wonder how many brain cells I lost on that 
project!).  When the models covered with the film we made together won the 
next F1D WC, he was not so much thrilled as he was quietly satisfied – like a 
proud parent. 
 
Doc touched the lives of many modelers, with a particular emphasis on 
beginners and Juniors.  He mentored countless flyers (many of whom are top 
level competitors today), traveled to several World Championships as a 
supporter, raised funds for the Junior Team,  and - when his mobility was 
restricted by medical equipment - was always the first to try to hook up new 
modelers with a mentor wherever they lived.  At his memorial service I learned 
that his beneficence extended well beyond the model airplane world.  Chief of 
Surgery, community pillar, even Barbershop Quartets!  Doc was opinionated, 
sharp-witted, and quick to speak his mind, but he had a great heart and those us 
who had the honor of knowing him will miss him dearly. 
 
John Kagan 

Dr. Vernon Hacker 



WORLD RECORD F1M 
Bill Gowen 

The model used in my recent World Record flight is a derivative of the F1M’s I’ve been flying for the last several years. The droop boom 
originated with the English and German models developed by Bernie Hunt, Ron Green, Dieter Siebenmann and others several years ago. The wing 
with tall tip plates came after Steven Richman set the Cat 4 LPP record with a similar wing. The first version of the model took second place at 
USIC 2005, getting whipped by 2 seconds by Larry Cailliau. The current wing and a new stab and new VP were built for USIC 2006. Performance 
that year was disappointing with best times in the 17 minute range and a third place finish. 
 
For 2007 some minor but important changes were made. The weight had crept up until the model was weighing around 3.2 grams. A new 
motorstick and new stab were made that brought the weight slightly under 3 grams. Bernie Hunt’s design program told me that a smaller, higher 
aspect ratio stab would increase performance slightly.  The new stab is 5” x 18” compared to 6” x 16” for the old one. The rudder size was also 
reduced to save weight and drag. 
 
A new prop was made with wider blades than on the 2005-6 model. First quarter motor flights in a 35’ gym with the new prop resulted in near 
vertical climbs and a lot of ceiling banging. Before going to USIC I cranked in a bunch more high pitch in hopes of taming the climb. It didn’t 
work. At USIC I started out flying half motors and was climbing to around 80’. After turning the high pitch and preload screws all the way out I 
was still climbing around 65’. This called for some surgery on the VP. I removed the preload screw so the spring end could go down into the hole 
where the screw had been, and shaved the high pitch adjuster block to get more high pitch. This finally got my maximum altitude down to the 55’ I 
was looking for. With this setup the model did a site record 20:00 at USIC. When I was packing the model I measured the high pitch and found it to 
be over 55! 
 
The next stop was Lakehurst on the June 30-July 1 weekend. Something moved out of adjustment on the model on the first flights, and it was 
mushing along with way too much incidence. I made adjustments in both the wing and stab and started flying half motors. Times were in the 5 to 6 
minute range with the model now flying nose down and landing with many turns left. I gradually returned the incidence settings to where they were 
originally and things started looking better. I still don’t know what caused this series of events but suspect the tailboom to motorstick joint was 
loose. 
 
At this point half motors flights were over 8 minutes and the air was getting better. I decided to put up an official attempt. I wound my best motor 
and launched in the middle of the hangar. The flight looked very good. Most of the cruise took place around 160’ up. As the model descended it 
drifted over some of the many storage racks in the hangar. 2 or 3 steers were necessary to get into a clear area for the landing. The clocks read 20:27 
at the end of the flight. Since the record was 20:25, everyone thought that this was a new record. Unfortunately someone then remembered the 3 
seconds of prop stop time and the final time was 20:24. 
 
I decided to put up another flight as soon as possible to take advantage of the good air. I decreased the high pitch and the preload a little to try to get 
closer to the roof. This worked out perfectly. The model cruised just under the roof beams for most of the flight. The model descended over the 
carrier deck but gradually drifted to one side of the deck and came down in a fairly clear area. One wing bump with the steering pole was necessary 
at about 5’ of altitude to clear a storage rack. The time was 21:49 which was 1:24 over the previous record. 
 
Construction of this model is pretty normal except for the leading edge wing spar. The spar can be either a .030” carbon rod or one of the more 
recently available .030” carbon tubes. The tube will save a little bit of weight but will also be a little more flexible. The motorstick construction 
follows Steve Brown’s construction closely except for the wood sizes being larger. The tailboom is straight because it’s easier to make that way and 
a little stronger at the rear than a tapered boom. 
 
The prop blades are similar to Steve Brown’s except fatter. The blades are 7” x 2 ¼”. The VP hub was made after I finished the “VP for Dummies” 
article on Jeff Hood’s website at www.indoornews.com. The construction is very similar to the hub in that article. The main differences are that the 
overall size is smaller and not as much reinforcing was done. The hub is very strong and reliable even after several field modifications. The 
efficiency of the prop and hub were apparent again when I measured the final pitches for the record flight. The high pitch was 45 and the low pitch 
was 20. I think it’s amazing that the model required a 45 high pitch to stay in a 180 foot flying site! 

Cat IV FAI World Record - 21 min 49 sec - 6/30/2007  





GNAT’S WHISKER F1M 
Geoffrey Lefever 

British Indoor Nationals - 1st Place - 17:10 / 18:06 

Motor 
Tan 2 Feb. 99 4 strands  
1.10 gm/m  1.50 gm. Length 14"  
1770 turns at 55gm.cm. 350 turns left.  
Average rpm 78.45 
Propeller fixed pitch flaring 17" x 29" 
 
Trim 
Wing 0-0. No warps. Offset 10mm  
T.P. Slight wash in to inboard panel.  
Offset 3 degrees 1" tilt 
Thrust line 0 down and 3 degrees left  
Ballast up to 3gm. Ballast to correct C.G. position and the rest 
on the C.G. 
 
Note that a V.P. prop. requires more ballast to the rear of the 
boom for the same C.G. position 
 
Construction 
Motor stick internal dia 0.28" C grain indoor wood 0.020" 
Stub and boom tapered with put over joint - C grain indoor 
wood 0.014" 
Spars and posts model shop 1/16, 1/20 and 1/32 5 to 6 lb. ft 
cube 
Propeller blades 0.017" C grain indoor wood 
 
Weights 
Stick  0.900 gm. 
Boom  0.246 gm 
Wing  0.802 gm 
T,P.  0.330 gm 
Prop  0.490 gm 
Ballast  0.250 gm  
          3.018 gm 





BILL GOWEN’S WORLD RECORD F1M 

GALLERY 
(Pictures taken at Lakehurst, July 4th weekend and Labor Day weekend 2007) 

COSLICK’S F1L 

LARRY COSLICK WITH EZB 

COSLICK’S AROG 

COSLICK’S MANHATTAN BRETT SANBORN’S F1D 



HAWAIIAN FEELING F1D 
Brett Sanborn 

Unofficial Record - 39 min 30 sec - 8/12/2007  



M.I.N.E. F1D 
Tim Chang 

Kibbie Dome Annual - 34 min 42 sec 

I first started building F1Ds in 2004 right before my first major competition, The Kibbie Dome Annual. I started off with square tips and typical 
dimensions in order to get a sense of what it takes to build a monster ship like an F1D. It was the most frustrating model airplane I ever built. 
However, after hitting the 28 minute mark with Bruce Kimball's propeller and Steve Brown's 5/99, I was determined to compete among the pros. 
 
My first team trials was in 2005. It was amazing to see Kagan, Richmond, Brown, and Calliau; names I had only seen in magazines or articles 
online. Competition was intense and perhaps I wasn't ready. I ended up dead last, riding home disappointed in Lou Young's motor home. 
 
In 2006, I was determined to reach the 30 minute mark. I built a box of new models of my own design and my first VP prop. In that year, I was 
quite pleased with my results with a high time of around 32 minutes. I was confident that I had a stable and successful design and I partially 
understood the use of VP props. 
 
The next team trials was in the summer of 2007 at Kibbie Dome. Right before leaving for Kibbie Dome, I finished a new wing with the addition of 
compression ribs. I believe that compression ribs help to keep the wing shape rigid, especially at high launch torque. Again, all the legends were in 
the line-up. My setup area was right between Jim and Steve. On one of my partial motor tests, Jim kept looking up at my model and I was 
wondering if something was wrong. He told Steve, "looks like he knows what he's doing. It must be Kagan's model." Steve informed him it was in 
fact my model, and that made me determined to seriously perform. On the third day of team trials, I was satisfied with the information my partial 
motor flights were 
giving me. I wound up the motor and let my F1D go to work. I was very concerned to see that the plane had stopped climbing at around 70 feet. In 
fact, my model sank a little before low pitched kicked in. A few minutes later, I was concerned the model was climbing too fast. At the end, the 
model touched the curtain rod once before transitioning into a terrifying cruise. The plane drifted toward the huge lights and then toward the end 
where heavier models were being flown. The flight took no steering but had considerable risk. About 10 feet from the ground, Brett, Anjaney and I 
walked over to the timers. It was quite satisfying to see that the waech had stopped at 34:42. 
 
My original design is 32" long. However my longest flight was with a 31.5" model. I've tried models from over 34" to around 31 inches. It doesn't 
seem to make a huge difference. However, most of my shorter models provide cruises with a nice nose-up attitude. The nose up angle also provides 
a much longer cruise.  
 
The VP prop spars are super stiff. A spar has only about .4" deflection with a .5 gram weight at 8.5". The model flies with a whole bunch of 
incidence, but the incidence does keep the cruise in perfect form.  
 
Something new I tried was using simplex style ribs on the prop blades. The flying pattern was also new to me with a initial torque of .42 in/oz. @ 
38 rpm and a cruise rpm of 52. Due to the major difference in the initial rpm and the cruise rpm, the model will climb halfway on high pitch, and 
then to the desired altitude on lower pitch. Overall, the model flies consistently and beautifully. 
 
A common problem which many F1D flyers shared was that at launch, models would lose climb or even start turning to the right. The adjustment I 
found to fix this problem was to add more washin. This adjustment helps stabilize the model yielding a very level attitude throughout the entire 
flight. 
 
Tim Chang 

 





M72 F1L 
Dezso Orsovai 

Cat II World Record - 20 min 45 sec - 7/15/2007  





JOKER - MANHATTAN CABIN 
Larry Coslick 

Cat IV World Record - 16 min 23 sec - 7/1/2007  

Manhattan Cabin "Joker" #2 
 

Wood Densities: see plan for wood sizes. Wood sizes and densities for #2 may vary some from the published plan 
in INAV Issue #96, 1999 
 
Wing 
Leading edge 7# 
Trailing edge 7# 
 
Ribs 4.5# Correction on rib dimensions .028X.055" 
Ribs: Tip. 4.5# same size as plan 
Wing posts 7.5# 
Dry weight with posts     .760 gm 
Covered with Ultrafilm    .864 
 
Stab 
L/E 7# .070x.110 tapered the same as the wing 
T/E 6# .070x.085 " 
Ribs 4.8# Same size as plan 
Tipplets 5# Dry                               (2)    .030 ea. 
Covered with Polymicro                        (2)    .072 
Wheels 4# C grain. Note .003 Boron on plan    (2)    .022 ea. 
.003 Boron rim on wheel, secure with tissue paper 
Wheel mounting brackets 3.9# 
Stab dry without tips                                .180 
Stab Covered                                         .240 
With tipplets, wheels and mounting brackets 
three mounting posts                                 .350 
 
Fuselage 
Longerons 7# 
Uprights7# to the T/E of the wing and 4.8# for the rest 
Diagonals 6# 
Dry with all paper tubes accessories                 1.70 
Covered using Ultrafilm and rubber cement            1.90 
With .062 Alm. tubing for rear motor hook up         2.012 
 
Wing       .864 gm                          CAT IV Record July 1, 2007 
Fuselage    2.012                               Rubber 5/99 .087x22" Wt. 2.410gm 
Stab         .350                               Launch tq. .75   RPM 160   16:23 
Nose plug    .275 
Prop         .623 
Front skid   .052 
            4.176 
 
Extra notes - AMA rule book 20.2.3.2 The external structural members of the fuselage must include a theoretical 
box measuring 2.5 inches x 4 inches x 2 inches. (6.35x 10.16x 5.08cm) or larger 
 









ABRA CA DABRA - EZB 
Larry Coslick 

Cat IV World Record - 35 min 1 sec - 7/1/2007 

Motorstick 
M/S  -  Front .080 x .13  -  Middle .083 x .150  -  3.9" from T/B  -  End .090 x .112 x 8" .......................................................... .090 gram 
M/S with .007 T/B and gusset .................................................................................................................................................... .096 
M/S and .007 rear hook .............................................................................................................................................................. .100 
M/S and boom ............................................................................................................................................................................ .128 
M/S with wing posts (7# .033 x .050 x .8")................................................................................................................................. .134 
 
Wing 
L/E spar 4.9# A grain ...........................................................  .027 x .063 x 10.1"....................................................................... .020 
Tapered last 2.5" to .040" ..................................................... ...................................................................................................... .016 
Deflection  -  9/16" at 5" with .340 gram weight 
T/E spar 4.9# A grain ...........................................................  .027 x .050 x 14.5"....................................................................... .026 
Tapered last 3"of each side to .035" ..................................... ...................................................................................................... .022 
Deflection  -  1-5/8" at 8" with .195 gram weight 
Wing tips IMS wood  -  3.43# (2) No deflection .................  .023 x .04 >>> .023 x .030 x 9" ................................................... .014 
Ribs 3.8# C grain (3) ............................................................  .018 x .050 .................................................................................. .006 
Wing dry ............................................................................. ...................................................................................................... .060 
Wing covered and paper tubes ............................................. ...................................................................................................... .088 
 
Boom 
IMS tapered stock.................................................................  .060 x .080" >>> .030 x .030 x 9.5" ........................................... .026 
 
Fin 
Outline 3.8# .........................................................................  .015 x .020 .................................................................................. .003 
Covered ................................................................................ ...................................................................................................... .005  
 
Stab 
Stab ribs glued in with carpenters glue to prevent distortion 
Stab Outline 3.8# A grain.....................................................  .020 x .020 
Stab Ribs 4# C grain ............................................................  .008 x .020  
Stab Dry ............................................................................... ...................................................................................................... .014 
Stab Covered ........................................................................ ...................................................................................................... .024 
 
Prop 
11.6 x 19.8 Pitch 
Spar (2) ................................................................................ .035 x .050 >>> .025 x .025 x 5.5" ............................................... .018 
Prop shaft .008 MW ............................................................. ...................................................................................................... .008 
Blades 3.7#  C grain (2) .......................................................  .006" ............................................................................................ .050 
Carpenters glue .................................................................... ...................................................................................................... .006 
Total ..................................................................................... ...................................................................................................... .082 
 
Wing.....................................................................................  .088  
Stab ......................................................................................  .024 
Fuselage Assembly...............................................................  .134 
Prop ......................................................................................  .082 
Fin ........................................................................................  .005 
Total ....................................................................................  .333 
 





MAGIC #13 - A.R.O.G. 
Larry Coslick 

Cat IV World Record - 25 min 22 sec - 7/1/2007 

Wing 
L/E  -  IMS 3.54# (2)............................................. .016 x .060 x 9.3..................................................................................................  .008 gram 
T/E  -  3.54# (2)..................................................... .016 x .050 >>> .016 x .030 x 8.5 .......................................................................  .010 
L/E Wing tips 3.54# (2)......................................... .016 x .030 x 7.0..................................................................................................  .006 
Ribs .016 C 3.67# (5) ............................................ .016 x .040...........................................................................................................  .006 
Ribs .009 C 3.89# (2) ........................................... .009 x .030...........................................................................................................  .002 
Dry Weight..........................................................................................................................................................................................  .030 
Covered with Y2K2 ............................................................................................................................................................................  .048 
With paper tubes..................................................................................................................................................................................  .058 
Total ....................................................................................................................................................................................................  .058 
Fin 
4.27#...................................................................... .018 x .020 dry.....................................................................................................  .003 
Covered with Y2K2 ............................................................................................................................................................................  .004 
M/S for #13 
Note: cut 40+/64" to fit .185 Aluminum tube. 
IMS .0095  4.1#  -   sheet weight .204 .................. cut 40/64" x 8".....................................................................................................  .048 
Glued...................................................................................................................................................................................................  .052 
With .010 cap ......................................................................................................................................................................................  .054 
With .007 TB  -   .015 web..................................................................................................................................................................  .062 
With .003 Boron on bottom of M/S.....................................................................................................................................................  .066 
With .007 RH "....................................................................................................................................................................................  .070 
With .8" wing posts ............................................... .............................................................................................................................  .080 
Boom 
Cut from tapered stock, use wood for prop spar mentioned below .....................................................................................................  .020 
Fixed pitch prop  -   Symmetrical blade shape  -   Made on 17" pitch block from Superior 
Spar (2) ................................................................. .048 x .043 >>> .025 x .025 ................................................................................  .012 
With .007 music wire prop shaft .........................................................................................................................................................  .017 
Ribs 3.8# (6).......................................................... .013 x .020 tapered ends .....................................................................................  .003 
Outline .................................................................. .017 x .017 x 20...................................................................................................  .006 
Outline with ribs and spar ...................................................................................................................................................................  .028 
With .003 Boron on T/E to the first rib ...............................................................................................................................................  .030 
Covered with Y2K -2 ..........................................................................................................................................................................  .036 
Stab 
IMS 4.58#  -  SC 106  -  .017gm  -  Built two stabs 
Outline .................................................................. .017 x .018...........................................................................................................  .010 
Ribs Center (1) ..................................................... .010 x .020 ..........................................................................................................  .001 
Ribs Outer (2) ....................................................... .005 x .020 ..........................................................................................................  .002 
Dry Weight .........................................................................................................................................................................................  .012 
Covered with Y2K2 ............................................................................................................................................................................  .018 
 
M/S + Boom + Fin ................................................ .104 
Wing...................................................................... .058 
Stab ....................................................................... .018 
Landing gear.......................................................... .012 
Prop, Fixed Pitch ................................................... .036 
Total ..................................................................... .228 
With V/P prop ....................................................... .064 
Total ..................................................................... .256 

(Note:  Prop outline needs to be enlarged to 104% for actual full size) 





EIDOLON II  -  F1D 
John Kagan 

Cat II World Record - 28 min 49 sec - 3/31/2007 



FAT CHANCE  -  LPP 
Jim Richmond 

Cat II World Record - 12 min 53 sec - 3/31/2007 



According to Jim, his Led Sled is a heavy EZB type, weighing over 1.2g—per the rules. It made a "no-touch" Cat III record flight of 18:11 at the 

Golf Dome in Flint, MI. It even beat the regular "light" EZBs in the process (the 2 categories being grouped together at this meet)!  As the plane 

changed altitude during the flight, it encountered layers of drifting air which carried it first one way, then the other, sort of cancelling each other 

out! Many other planes were not so lucky! 

Good Stuff !!! 

LED SLED  -  F1L 
Jim Richmond 

Cat III World Record - 18 min 11 sec 





BEGINNER’S CORNER 
Carl Bakay 

There have been many columns like this one, but not devoted to the indoor part of the hobby. Let’s ask the question, “How do you get started in 
Indoor modeling?” and make it our theme. 
 
I can speak best of my own experience. I had been flying ½ A free flight and control line stunt models since my early teens. It was a big factor that 
my Dad was a tool and die maker, and I spent all my time in a basement with two long workbenches, one for each of us. His had a lathe, drill press, 
jigsaw, and vise. My bench had two chemistry sets and a model building area about ten feet long. A good place to work was important for me. Then 
we had a neighborhood bunch of kids who flew together in the local school yard and golf course, but our interest would have faded if it weren’t for 
going to contests. That made all the difference. 
 
Running along the southern shore of Brooklyn today is the Shore Parkway. It extends from the eastern side of the Verrazano Narrows Bridge to 
J.F.K. Airport. About halfway between these two landmarks, the observant traveler today will come upon Exit 11 and the Gateway National Rec-
reation Area, a sprawling, isolated area of bird sanctuaries, wildlife preserves, and a huge, old Naval Reserve base we always called Floyd Bennett 
Field. In the late 1950’s and early 1960’s, the New York Mirror newspaper hosted a Mirror Meet there.  It was HUGE! The administration building 
and hangers were dwarfed by the expanse of runways running for miles in every direction. Best of all, Floyd Bennett Field was a one hour drive 
from Trenton, New Jersey. 
 
Model aviation in the fifties was very big and diverse, and the contest directors made good use of all the available space. At one end of a runway 
was gas and rubber freeflight, hand launch glider, catapult and Jetex events. Thousands of feet away were the radio control boys doing acrobatics 
and flybys, landing right in front of the crowd and taxiing up to the judges to applause from the spectators. On a separate runway was control line 
speed, pulse jet speed, combat, rat racing, stunt, scale, and Navy carrier. Some people never went outside, it seemed, because the hangers boasted 
vendor booths, trophy tables, row upon row of workbenches, scale judging, food, and maybe even indoor models, but I don’t remember. We didn’t 
spend much time indoors. I do remember we took in everything, then went back home to build and fly model airplanes with a new enthusiasm. 
 
And so it is with our indoor flying. Elsewhere in this issue you will find a list of contests and club flying, all over the country. No matter where you 
live, there is probably a group fun fly or serious contest within a few hours driving time of your home. Going to one of these events is the best thing 
you can do. You will get a great idea of the diversity of the hobby, meet great people who will be happy to explain what they do and give hints and 
tips, and get you hooked once and for all on building and flying.Living in New Orleans, for myself it was taking the two-day drive in 1998 to the 
Great Smoky Mountains of Tennessee. There, in the far eastern part of the state, you will find Johnson City and the East Tennessee State University 
campus, ETSU for short. 
 
 

The campus features a covered stadium called the MiniDome, and it offers a football field-size floor and a 119 foot ceiling. I walked in the side 
entrance you see in the photo, past an outer hall of offices and locker rooms, walked through a set of double doors, and my mouth dropped open. 



There, floating lazily way above were a dozen or more gossamer creations, circling at walking speed, their propellers barely ticking over. I walked 
(slowly) all around, shook dozens of hands, and immediately forgot the names of people I met, and often just stood transfixed. I was hooked then, 
and I am hooked now, and so will you be if you take the time to visit a similar place. If you look at the 2008 Contest List, you will see sites in 
Champaign, Illinois, Moscow, Idaho, Lakehurst, New Jersey, and Kent State University in Kent, Ohio. 
 
Step two would be making a workplace all of your own. Most houses have basements, and this was ideal for me, because it was warm and dry in 
the winter and cool in the summer. Where I live now on the Gulf Coast, houses with basements would just pop out of the ground, so you will often 
see our cars parked in the drive, because the garage is too valuable a space. You will need a comfortable and well-lighted workbench. I made a 
double version of the drop-down bench you see here.  
 
 

It made from a 2 by 6 foot sheet of plywood, at least ½” thick, but 5/8” is better. Finish the outside with a 1 x 2” pine border, and strip a 2 x 4 down 
the middle to get two legs, about 31” long. Then find where the studs are in the wall, and mount the bench to the wall with large door hinges and 2” 
wood screws. That’s all there is to it. This bench will drop down out of the way, should you decide to park your car in the garage. If it is a basement 
shop, you can forgo the hinges and nail or screw the bench directly to the wall. This makes a much sturdier working surface than if it was a free-
standing table, and you can mount a vise hand have power tools that won’t shake and shimmy. 
 
As I mentioned, I have two of these. One is for tools such as a drill press, jig saw, and band saw, and the other is topped with corrugated cardboard 
and is my building table. I find that a fresh sheet of cardboard is flat enough for most work, but for delicate indoor models you will want a sheet of 
Cellotex or soft pine as a building board. Something 12” by 24” is good for most purposes. I have several, so I can set aside one model and work or 
repair another at the same time. 
 
Photos of woodworking shops often show the walls covered with fancy shelving and custom drawers and such below the bench. There are easier 
ways. People are always ripping out perfectly good kitchen cabinets and replacing them with new ones. You can often pick up used drawer cabinets 
from friends or neighbors for free if you look around. I shameless picked mine off the curb on trash day. For shelving, you can use small bookcases 
painted the same color as the walls. Add a battery operated clock, and hang two 48” fluorescent shop lights, and you are done. 
 
That’s it for this issue. I mentioned a drill press, band saw and jig saw. These and other tools will be mentioned next time, and we’ll suggest some 
ideal models to get started. In the meantime, below is a list of great places to get started reading and exploring. You can write for or download a 
catalog, print out how-to articles, and even order on line. 
 
 



FAI Model Supply 
(Tan II rubber, indoor wood, winders, kits, adhesives, covering materials) 
John Clapp 
P.O. Box 366 
Sayre, PA 18840-0366 
(570) 882-9873 
www.faimodelsupply.com 
 
Indoor Model Specialties 
(Scales, rubber strippers, coverings,  kits, tools, how-to articles for download) 
Ray Harlan 
15 Happy Hollow Rd. 
Wayland, MA 01778 
(508) 358-4013 
www.indoorspecialties.com 
 
Indoor Model Supply 
(Excellent novice kits, SO stuff, all supplies) 
Lew Gitlow 
P.O. Box 2020 
Florence, OR 97439 
www.indoormodelsupply.com 
 
Peck Polymers/F1D.biz E-Commerce Store 
Tim Goldstein’s One-Stop site for indoor tools, kits, and supplies. 
www.peck-polymers.com/store/ 
 
And finally, we would be remiss in not getting in a plug for the National Free Flight Soci-
ety, which has had its own Beginner’s Corner for a while, maintained by Alan Petersen. 
This site also has its own indoor and outdoor contest listing and a printable membership 
form. 
 
http://www.freeflight.org/jlf/beginners_corner/beginers_corner.htm 
 
 
 
 
 

 

BEGINNER’S CORNER  (CONTINUED) 

FLOYD BENNETT FIELD TODAY 





FITTING A COUNTER 
Rodney O’Neill 

COUNTERS  
 
How do we know when we have packed the maximum number of turns into the rubber motor we are about to use? Winding it up till it breaks and 
then back one turn is not a very practical way to do it. There is a lot of information around showing how we can determine by calculation, from the 
weight and length, the maximum number of turns for a particular motor. Winding safely, to that number presents a problem, as most easily 
affordable winders do not have a counter. One of the most popular winders available at the moment is the little yellow plastic one. I see a lot of 
these and some flyers have added electronic counters to them. To do this, in the most common form, requires that, a magnet, a reed relay, a counter/
display, a battery, an ON/OFF switch and a reset button, are attached to the winder. This is usually achieved with varying degrees of success due to 
the difficulty of securely mounting all the parts, particularly the magnet and reed switch. I recently added a counter to a couple of yellow winders, 
but adopted a different approach to the task.  
 
As I look around, I am always asking myself, “now what else can I use that for”, and some things just jump out as being useful even before I know 
what I will use them for. Tim Goldstein sells small round rare earth magnets and these just had to be acquired. The other item, which was attractive, 
was the first pedometer (step counter) I set eyes on. These units come complete with reset buttons and batteries built in. They are in other words a 
complete counter package just requiring a few simple modifications and of course mounting on the winder.  
 
One of the frequent comments about the counters made from parts (and added to winders) is that they sometimes miss count (add extra counts) due 
to contact bounce in the switch mechanism used. De-bounce circuitry needs to be added to counteract this and this usually means more electronic 
components. The pedometers come complete with de-bouncing, as the nature of their use requires it. However for use as a turns counter, this can be 

a mixed blessing. The problem is that some of them are heavily de-bounced and if you wind 
too quickly it will miss count (miss some) turns. All is not lost however as there is a wide 
variety available and a simple check can determine if they are too heavily damped. Hold the 
pedometer upright and shake it up and down at a rate similar to the maximum rate you 
would turn the handle of your yellow winder. Count each upward transition and after ten, 
check if the counter agrees, repeat a few times, if it agrees every time, it should work well as 
a turns counter. The photograph shows some of the variety of shapes and sizes available. 
Note that the following process describing the addition of a counter to a winder, could be 
applied to other winders.  
 
To modify a yellow winder to count individual turns, using a magnet and a reed switch will 
be very difficult. Mounting the magnet and switch on the winder will be difficult to achieve 
easily and the high turning rate of the output shaft is likely to be to fast for the reed switch. 
However unless you are winding an F1D motor to win the world championship, it is not 
necessary to count individual turns, knowing the number of turns to the nearest ten will be 

good enough. Counting the input turns to the winder and multiplying by the winder ratio is the easiest method and this is easiest achieved by using a 
winder with a ratio of 10:1, the count displayed is then multiplied by ten to give the turns applied.  
 
The modifications which I carried out on a winder and a pedometer are as follows:  
 
The Winder  
The winder is modified, by fitting a small magnet to the input gear wheel and a small reed 
switch, to the body of the winder. To do this, dismantle the winder and remove the winder 
handle from the input gearwheel. Drill an “interference fit” size hole, in the gearwheel, to 
hold the magnet. Before fitting the magnet return the gear wheel to the body of the winder 
and using a felt tip pen, through the hole in the gearwheel, mark an arc on the inside of the 
body, where you intend to fit the reed switch.  
 
Fit the magnet to the gear wheel and it set to one side. The material used in the body of the 
winder is difficult to achieve a strong bond with, so relying on an adhesive to hold the switch 
in position is not a realistic option. To fix the switch, measure the size of the connections to 



the switch and drill two clearance holes in the body, on the arc drawn on the inside. The switch will work best when the leaves of the switch are 
parallel to the surface of the magnet. Examine the switch carefully and using round nose pliers (kept clear of the glass) carefully bent the legs of the 
switch at right angles and spaced to match the holes drilled in the counter body. Push the switch into position and into contact with the body and 
apply some superglue, between the switch and the body and also in the holes around the wire of the switch. Allow a short time for the adhesive to 
set and then on the outside, bend the ends of the wires close to the body and cut to about 5mm in length. The winder can now be reassembled.  
 
The Counter (Pedometer)  

 
Pedometers have a moving mass which I will call a pendulum. In the pedometers which I have 
modified, the pendulum makes an electrical connection with a fixed contact or has a magnet 
on the pendulum which closes a reed switch, incrementing the counter, when a step is taken. 
The pedometer is converted to a turns 
counter by removing the pendulum 
mechanism and connecting two fine 
wires to the pendulum contacts on the 
circuit board.  
 
To do this, remove the battery(s) from the 
unit and then the screws from the case of 
the pedometer and carefully open up the 
case to expose the circuit board and 
pendulum mechanism. Identify the 
electrical connections from the pendulum 
mechanism to the circuit board. In the In 
counters which I have used so far, without a reed switch fitted, the connection to the moving 
part is via the return spring for the pendulum. Remove the circuit board from the case and 
detach the pendulum mechanism and carefully lift it clear. Prepare two short lengths of fine 
insulated wire about 150mm long. Unsolder the spring wire and replace it with one of the 
pieces of wire. Solder the other piece of wire to the fixed contact of the pendulum mechanism. 
In pedometers with reed switches, remove the switch and connect the wires in place of the 
switch. Drill a small hole in the rear case, feed the wires through the hole, refit the circuit 
board, and close up the case. You now have an electronic counter. 1.  
 
 
 

Mounting the Counter  
 
All that remains to do is mount the counter. I opted to fix a handle to the winder and the counter to the handle. I pinched the idea for the handle 
from a colleague in my club and the method of mounting will be dependant on the pedometer used. I will leave that up to you to devise. I have 
mounted a counter with a fixed clip by heating the clip carefully (when the rear case is detached) and bending it to the required angle to allow 
comfortable viewing. Once the counter is mounted arrange the wires so that will not get snagged easily and solder them to the reed switch 
connections on the outside of the winder. You now have a winder with a counter and everything is fixed securely.  
 
I have been using several different counters for about 3 years and I have not had any trouble with them. If you have any difficulty with modifying a 
pedometer and would like to discuss your problem, I can be contacted on (44) 02891 872380 or by e-mail at rodney.oneill@talktalk.net  
 
Rodney O’Neill 



Some questions came up on the indoor list about the rules and origin of the Coconut Scale 
indoor event, so your editor decided to do a little homework.  As a member of the DC 
Maxecuters, I have great access to tremendous freeflight knowledge and resources through my 
fellow club members, many of who have been flying freeflight since WWII and before.   
 
From my discussions with Dan Driscoll, and some digging in past Maxecurter Newsletters 
(“The MaxFax”), what we found is Bud Carson “invented” Coconut Scale in early 1987.  Bud 
was an aeronautical engineering professor at the US Naval Academy and a long time model 
flyer.  Bud had some serious medical problems in the mid 1990s, and had to move into an 
assisted living facility.  None of the Maxecuters we talked to is quite sure if he is still with us 
(if anyone has up to date information on Bud, please us know).   
 
As the story goes, the DC Maxecuters had a series of indoor contests at the Rotary Wing 
Hangar at the Patuxent River Naval Air Station in the 1980s. Bud was a Maxecuter and 
regular contestant at the freeflight events.  At the November 1986 contest, Bud brought his 
newly constructed 36” span Spirit of St. Louis, which he described as a “Coconut” size 
model.  At that time, we are not aware of anyone else in the DC/northeast area that was flying 
scale models of this size indoors.   Everyone at the contest was impressed as the big model 
slowly (some say majestically) circled overhead.  A couple of the guys at the contest who 
witnessed Bud’s model flying said they wanted to try their hand at building a big indoor 
model, and Bud ended up proposing an event for the March 1987 contest.  Bud made up some 
rules, and Tom Schmitt published them in the January/February 1987 issue of 
MaxFax.  The contest in March 1987 was quite a success with six entrants. 
 
The original text from the January/February 1987 issue of MaxFax reads as follows: 
“What a combination - Coconut Scale and Comet 10 inchers! Two new events proposed for our winter flying season with non-trophy events at PAX 
River in March. The “Coconut” event has been proposed by Bud Carson and in reality is an Indoor Jumbo semi-scale event with a 1 oz. minimum 
weight. Monoplane wingspan must be 36 inches, multi-wings 30 inches. Surfaces may be single covered but aircraft must be in appropriate colors 
and markings. Bud had his Spirit of St. Louis at PAX River in November and it was a real fun flyer. Judging is by endurance with possibly some 
Mooney scale evaluation.” 

THE HISTORY OF COCONUT SCALE 
Dan Driscoll and Tony Pavel 

BUD CARSON WITH WHAT IS BELIEVED TO BE THE FIRST 
COCONUT SCALE MODEL - A SPIRIT OF ST. LOUIS. 

THE FIRST COCONUT SCALE EVENT PARTICIPANTS.  FROM LEFT, DON SRULL (ALCO SPORT), BUD CARSON (SPIRIT OF ST. LOUIS),  
PAT DAILEY (CURTISS ROBIN), JEFF HOOD – [OUR AWESOME CO-EDITOR LOOKING QUITE SUAVE AND READY TO FLY!] (DORNIER 

COMET), DAVE REES (TRAVEL AIR), TOM SCHMITT (LINCOLN AP).  



Rules 
 
1. Model, without motor(s), shall weigh at least 7g. 
2. Motor weight shall be no more than 1 g (total, on muIti-engine models). Motor may be lubed 

after weighing. 
3. Cabin cross section, formed by the longerons that support the motor, shall be at least L2/150, where  
4. L = overall length, excluding propeller(s). 
5. Construction shall be low-tech. Covering shall be tissue paper (not condenser paper). No carbon, boron, etc. is permitted. Balsa wood is the 

only permissible material for external bracing of flying surfaces 
6. Models must R.O.G. unassisted. The takeoff gear must be able to support the model, unassisted and without collapsing, in the takeoff attitude, 

although retraction after takeoff is permitted. There are no restrictions on size or number of wheels. Pushers are exempt from the R.O.G. 
rule and do not need to have any landing gear. A model is a pusher only if all propellers are located at the aft end(s) of their respective  
motor(s). 

 
IF models evolve to the point that they are impractical, excessively fragile, or you can't be competitive without Gampi tissue, then a limit on total 
area of all supporting surfaces - total horizontal projected area of all wing and Lid surfaces will probably be instituted (probably 150 sq. in.) 
 
Vision 
 
The idea is to have models that are graceful and efficient, lightly loaded but reasonably rugged, and able to he flown close to their ultimate 
performance limits even in a low ceiling site. The rubber limit insures that the models will not be particularly eager to climb to 100'+, like a 
Bostonian or an Embryo would do, if allowed. If you want to get a long flight on 1 gram of rubber, you'd better not waste your energy bashing the 
ceiling. I think this will be a welcome change of pace, where you have a lot of classes with 16" wingspan, 6 to 7g model weight, and unlimited 
rubber. Those models fly 3 to 4+ minutes. but they would much rather cruise at 80' to 100' and the challenge in the armory is to keep them from 
hanging up in the girders. With a Washingtonian, you won't feel too cramped by the 37' ceiling, but will still see 3 to 4 minute flights. 
 
The rules are intended to leave a lot of design freedom, and  I think the way to succeed is to tap  into a previously under-utilized resource: wingspan. 
I think a good Washingtonian will probably have a wingspan of around 30" to 40", which will give the models a very unique look, particularly in 
flight. The class was inspired in part by some 1950’s Coupe d'Hiver designs (see 1951-2 Zaic yearbook). I liked the look of the models, with 
generous wings and single-strut retracting gear. So the rules closely parallel the original Coupe rules, except that the weights are scaled down by a 
factor of 10. 
Pushers are exempt from the R.O.G. rule in order to encourage unusual designs. Historically, I think the need for heavier and more complex 
undercarriage has kept pusher: from being competitive in R.O.G. events. Be careful however - most rubber power ' pushers depend on a long motor 
for noseweight to offset the prop at the back end, and you will have to set up a Washingtonian a bit differently. 
 
Try flying a no-cal, a light Embryo, or a 7g Bostonian on 1 g rubber and you'll get an idea w hat it's like to fly a Washingtonian. 
 
Questions, comments, designs, suggestions, call or write:  
 
David Aronstein 
16620 SW 130 St.  
Rose Hill, KS 67133 
316-733-9658 

WASHINGTONIANS 
Dave Aronstein 











HOW TO MAKE AN INDOOR TRACTOR AIRPLANE 
The Capitol Model Aero Club 

(Orig. March 1, 1928) 

THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA MINATURE AIRCRAFT TOURNAMENT  
Bulletin #1  

 
How to Make an Indoor Tractor Airplane Model 

 
The following instructions apply to the second part of the indoor competitions, namely, the contest for motor 
propelled airplanes. Two types are specified, the scientific models, namely, tractors, or pushers. The 
following information applies to the tractor type. 
 
The following materials are necessary: one piece balsa wood 15 inches by 1/4 inch by 3/32 inch; two pieces of 
balsa rood 16 inches by 1/8 inch square; one balsa propeller blank 10 inches by 1 3/8 inches by 11/16 inches; 
five pieces of bamboo 3 inches by 1/32 inch by 1/64 inch; one piece of bamboo 5 inches by 1/8 inch by 1/16 
inch; one piece of bamboo 13 inches by 1/32 inch square; one piece of bamboo 6 inches by 1/32 inch by 1/64 
inch; one sheet of Japanese tissue paper 20 by 12 inches; one propeller nail bearing; one propeller shaft and 
two washers; two cans or rubber guides, two ring clips; one rear hook; 32 inches of 1/8 inch flat rubber 
thread; silk thread; banana oil; and Ambroid. 
 
The motor stick shown in the center of the drawing is made from the 15 inch length of balsa wood. This piece, 
when finished, is 1/4 inch wide in the center and tapers to 5/32 inch square at the ends. When dressed to size, 
it should be given a coat of banana oil to stiffen it. The propeller bearing is made by hammering and bending a 
small nail. A small hole to accommodate the propeller shaft is drilled in the front end and the bearing is 
bound to the front of the motor stick. The two cans are bound in place each side of the center and the rear 
hook is bound to the rear end. The rudder is made from the long piece of bamboo and bent into the shape shorn 
in the drawing. The turns can be easily made by holding the section to be bent over a candle flame and when the 
wood becomes heated it can be formed into the shape shown. It will be noticed that the base of the rudder is 
extended beyond the upright portion and bound to the, motor stick under the rear hook. Ambroid should be used 
in all of the wrappings and joints. When using Ambroid, coat each of the pieces to be joined and let them dry. 
Then apply a second coat, allowing the Ambroid to set. To cover the rudder, give the frame a coat of banana oil 
and lay a piece of Japanese tissue paper over the flame. Press the paper against the frame so that it will 
adhere, and when it is dry trim off the excess pipe with a razor blade. The horizontal stabilizer is made by 
Ambroiding the six inch length of bamboo to the under aide of the motor stick one inch from the rear. The 
center of a piece of silk thread a foot and a half long is tied to the base of the rudder at a point one inch 
from the end of the motor stick. The two ends are then carried around opposite ends of the bamboo tail piece 
and fastened to the motor stick three inches in front of the bamboo piece. A touch of Ambroid should be given 
where the thread passes the bamboo stick and where it is tied. When this tail frame has set, it should be 
covered on the under side with a piece of Japanese tissue paper in a similar manner to that employed for the 
rudder. In trimming the paper, however, a sixteenth of an inch margin outside of the thread should be left in 
order to avoid cutting the thread when trimming. 
 
To form the wing, the two 16 inch pieces of balsa are given slanting cut in the center and rejoined as shown in 
the detail view, thus forming a slight upward angle. The three inch lengths of bamboo which are to be the ribs 
are slightly heated and curved as shown in the end view. The end of each rib is then split for a short distance 
and fastened to the front and rear wing edges. Ambroid should be employed in this joint. When this ladder-like 
frame is completed the unused pieces of bamboo remaining should be bent into a semicircle of three inch 
diameter and carefully split in half, making two ends of the same shape. These should be Ambroided in each end 
the wing frame and, in order that the edges of the wing may be a continuous line, a slight recess is cut into 
the ends of the balsa pieces. Before covering the wing frame, two wing clips are made to the shape shown in the 
detailed drawing near the assembled view. The center section of these wing clips, which are made from small 
piano wire, should be of such size that it will grip the motor stick. This gripping should not be so tight that 
it will injure the motor stick nor so loose that it will not be a strong support. In the right hand, clip the 
distance between the bottom of the stick portion and the bottom of the two legs should be 7/16 inches. The left 
hand wing clip is bound and Ambroided to the front spar of the ring and the right hand clip is similarly 
fastened to the rear spar in the center The wing can now be covered. This is the most important covering job on 
the model, and if the tissue paper is wrinkled, it should be iron, flat with a warm iron before applying. The 
section of paper between the two wing clips can be cut to fit, but the rest of the paper can be left over-large 
and trimmed after the banana oil has set. In covering this wing, proceed from the center, doing one section at 
a time, making sure that the tissue paper is pulled tightly so that the finished job will be unwrinkled. 
 
The propeller is carved from the balsa blank in the manner explained in the propeller bulletin. The propeller 
shaft is made from piano wire End two washers are used on the shaft between the bearing and the propeller to 
cut down the friction. The length of rubber thread is tied in a loop, using a square knot, and strung on the 
model between two hocks and through the two rubber guides. To assemble the model, the wing should be fastened 
on the other side of the motor stick by placing the stick in the two clips. Because the rear clip is bigger 
than the front one, the ring is placed at the angle which is necessary for proper lift. 
 
To fly the model, wind the propeller in the opposite direction to that intended for flight, turning it several 
hundred times until the rubber thread is tightly twisted. To launch, hold the propeller with one hand and the 
model in the center with the other hand, and cast it gently forward. If the motor climbs too steeply, the wing 
should be set back or adjusted to have less angle of inclination. If it noses down, the wing can be set 



forward or inclined steeper. When the right place for the wing has been found, it should be marked so that the 
model can always be properly adjusted. 
 
If properly made with careful attention to having all parts true and accurate, and if the model is correctly 
adjusted, it should fly for at least a minute. Models of this same design have flown for two and three minutes. 
When flying indoors, the rudder should be bent by first breathing upon it and then bending it slightly, holding 
it until the heat generated by the breath has cooled, when the rudder will remain slightly curved. 
 
The Capitol Model Aero Club 
Paul Edward Garber 
Director 
affiliated with 
THE COMMUNITY CENTER DEPARTMENT 
Public Schools of the District of Columbia 
Franklin Administration Building 
Thirteenth and N. Streets, N.W. 
Main 6036 
March 1, 1928 



2008 CONTEST SCHEDULE 
CONTESTS FOR 2008 
 

Jan 19 The Thermal Thumbers of Metro Atlanta are flying their core events plus SO and TSA. Fly 9 am - 4pm at North Cobb High 
School, 3400 Hwy 293 North, Kennesaw, GA 30144. Frank Hodson CD 770-461-9870 

 For core events and site map, go to www.thermalthumbers.com 
 
Feb 16 The Thermal Thumbers of Metro Atlanta are flying their core events plus SO and TSA. Fly 9 am - 4pm at North Cobb HS, 

3400 Hwy 293 North, Kennesaw, GA 30144. Gary Baughman CD 770-422-8489 
  
March 16 The Thermal Thumbers of Metro Atlanta are flying their core events plus SO and TSA. Fly 9 am - 4pm at North Cobb High 

School, 3400 Hwy 293 North, Kennesaw, GA 30144. Bill Gowen CD 404-636-3451 
  
April 5 Cleveland Free Flight Society annual Indoor Contest, Kent State University Field House, Kent, OH. 
 Contact Michael C. Zand, 5803 East Ash Rd, Independence, OH, 216-524-3480, imzand@hotmail.com. 
 
April 19 The Thermal Thumbers of Metro Atlanta host the Annual Peach State Indoor Championship. Core events plus SO and TSA. Fly 

9 am - 4pm at North Cobb High School, 3400 Hwy 293 North, Kennesaw, GA 30144. David Mills CD 770-461-9870. Bill 
Gowen Alternate CD 404-636-3451. 

  
April 19,20 The Willamette Modelers Club of Albany, Oregon is hosting an Indoor Record Trials and Symposium in The Albany High 

School Gym. 36’ Ceiling. April 21 10 am til 5 pm,  Symposium, then night flying. April 22 will be 8:15 til 3:30. CD John 
Lenderman, 17086 Hall Rd., Clatskanie, OR 97016 

 
April 7 The Heart of America FF Association (HAFFA) holds their 2007 annual indoor contest at the Kansas City  Bible School, 7401 

Metcalf, Overland Park, KS.  Details Emil Schutzel, 913-341-7788 
 
May 24-26 The East Coast Indoor Modelers (ECIM) host a Memorial Day Indoor Meet in Lakehurst Hangar #1.. The hangar is 800 ft. long 

by 250 ft., and 190 ft. high. You must be a member to gain entry to the base. All AMA indoor free flight categories can be 
flown in hanger No. 1, a category IV site. ECIM provides record sanctions twice a month from April to October. For the current 
sanction schedule or to Join ECIM, contact Rob Romash. 1442 Kirkham St. , Colorado Springs Co 80910  or at 
cgrain1@yahoo.com . 

 
May 28-June 1 United States Indoor Championships (USIC), East Tennessee State University Minidome, Johnson City TN. Full roster of 

AMA, FAI amd FAC events. A world-class 119 ft. site.  Tony Pavel CD. paveltony@gmail.com. 
 
July 4,5,6 The East Coast Indoor Modelers (ECIM) host a July Fourth Indoor Meet in Lakehurst Hangar #1. Contact info same as above. 
 
July 5-9 Kibbie Dome Annual, University of Idaho, Moscow, ID, a world class site with 144’ ceiling. Fly four days, 8am to 8 pm. CD 

Andrew Tagliafico 503-452-0546. 
 

CLUB FLYING SCHEDULES 
 

The Brainbuster FF Club flies in the Full Scale Tunnel at Langley AFB, Virginia. The wind tunnel is 200 x 46 and 70 feet high. Contact Abram 
Van Dover ahead of  time, 757-877-2830. 

 

The San Diego Orbiteers host indoor flying on the 3rd Friday of each month at San Carlos Rec. Center, 6445 Lake Badin Ave. 6:45 to 8:45 pm. 
Contact Howard Haupt 858-272-5656 haupt@worldnet.att.net for info. 

 

The weekly indoor flying will start again on 12/2/07 at the Treager middle school gym, Oshkosh, Wisconsin.    
 On 12/2, it will be freeflight only, and the first informational meeting for the Treager Tailspins (formerly Wild Blue Wonders) kids airplane club. 
Alternating Sundays will be R/C flying ($5 donation asked to support the Tailspins)  FF at your own risk. Always looking for help with the Kids 



club. -  Lee Dammann 

The Magnificent Mountain Men Host flying at the Colorado Springs City Auditorium Feb 13, Mar 19, April 13, and May 1, 2008. The 
Auditorium is 37’ at its peak height, smooth ceiling with a few lights hanging down about 2’. Events usually are: Std CLG, Unlimited CLG, HLG, 
Bostonian, F1L, Ministick, LPP, Pennyplane/F1M combined, FAC Peanut, FAC No-cal, EZB, A-6  Contact: Don DeLoach, 831 E. Willamette 
Ave., Colorado Springs, CO 80903, 719.964.7117 voice, ddeloach@adelphia.net , or John McGrath, johnmcgrath@adelphia.net 

 

The Tech Model Aircrafters are having an Indoor Session at MIT’s DuPont Gym on Mass Ave in Cambridge, MA 6 pm to 10 pm. Call Ray 
Harlan 508-358-4013 for confirmation.  

 

The Heart of America FF Association (HAFFA) host indoor flying alternately between the third Sunday of the month at the Ozanam Gym at 421 
E 137th St., Kansas City, MO, and the first Monday of the month at Westport/Roanoke Community Center, 3601 Roanoke Rd., Kansas City, MO.  
Details Emil Schutzel, 913-341-7788 

 

The Glastonbury Modelers fly indoors at the Glastonbuty High School, Glastonbury, CT. Fun fly March 2, 2008. Flying is 8 am to 12:30 pm. Full 
contests from 8 am til 5 pm will be on Feb 10 and April 6, 2008. An AMA membership is required. For information contact John Koptonak 860-
434-1029, gliderguider@adelphia.net or Tony Lincoln 860-659-2457, tony.Lincoln@cox.net 

They also fly at Bethany Lutheran Church on Walnut Hill Rd. Off Rt. 20, the Hartford/ Springfield border, on Tuesday afternoons from 12 until 
3:30 pm. Dates are Jan 29, Feb 26, Mar 25 and April 29, 2008. Contact Jerry Knoblauch at 860-658-1538 or Art Anderson at 413-357-6681 for 
details. 

 

The Bong Eagles in Racine Wisconsin fly indoors at two locations.  On Tuesdays from 7 PM until 9:30 PM, whenever the Social Center Classes 
are in session, at Hamilton High School in Milwaukee.  Everyone is welcome.   There is no charge and help is available.  The school is located 1 
Block North and one block west of 60th and Forest Home. 

They also host Fun Flys at Memorial Hall in Racine, Wisconsin on the first Thursday of the month during the winter season from October to May. 
Flying is from 4:00 PM until 11 PM.   Memorial Hall is located at 72 Seventh Street in beautiful downtown Racine.  Dates are Feb 7, Mar 6, Apr 3, 
and May 1, 2008 
Sanctioned indoor contests are held at Racine Memorial Hall from 7:30 A.M. to 4:00 P.M.  The March 9th contest, on a Thursday, will begin at 
3:00 P.M. and run until 11:00 P.M. 

 

Merrimac Valley Air-Istocrats & FAC Stealth Squadron host indoor flying at the Winthrop High School Gym, 372 Main St., Winthrop MA 
02172. Flying 9 am til 43 pm. Dates for 2008 ate Saturdays. Jan 26, Feb 23, Mar 29 and April 26. FAC Scale, Peanut Scale, Dime Scale, Golden 
Age, FAC NoCal, FAC Embryo/Bostonian, WWI Dogfight, WWII Combat, etc. Contact Tim McDonald 978-686-1912 evenings. 

 

CORRECTIONS AND ERRATA 
 



The 2nd annual Pikes Peak Ceiling Climb was quite successful and a lot of fun despite the relatively low turnout of 14 flyers. I attribute this low 
turnout to the fact that we had little choice in dates this time around, once we found out that our preferred date of March 22-23 was Easter weekend 
(my fault completely!). January 5-6 is about the worst time of year to expect people to travel to a major meet, but we went through with it anyway. 
Next year I am going to reserve our dates *much* further in advance. I plan to hold the PPCC sometime in March 2009, with (hopefully) plenty of 
separation from Kent State and Midwestern States Champs. 
 
For those who showed up, it was a really fun meet. And some great prizes were awarded, thanks to some generous sponsorship. As usual 
Peck-Polymers/F1D.biz came through in a big way, with the donation of about 15 prizes. Thanks to Tim Goldstein and Tom Norell at Peck for their 
generosity. Also I would like to thank an anonymous MMM sponsor who, via Roland Solomon, donated some fantastic outdoor FF kits to be used 
as prizes. Bill Leppard won the Satellite 450 kit and Rob Romash went home with the Galaxie 585. I can't remember who got the Comet Sparky kit. 
Finally I want to recognize Duane Hjerleid and the estate of Sweeney Hayashi. Duane came down with a bunch of modeling stuff from Sweeney's 
estate. Some of it was used as prizes and the rest was sold, with 100% of donations going to the Junior FF team. Thanks Duane. Sweeney was a 
great guy and is sorely missed. 
 
Perhaps the most notable performance of this meet was the pair of 41+ sec flights made by Todd Reynolds in HLG—a site record by a very wide 
margin. For four years Romash and I have been topping out around the 37-39 sec mark. Then suddenly Todd comes in with two 41.3s. Wow. Todd 
you are *The* *King* …congrats! 
 
We used the 5-4-3-2-1 scoring system for Grand Champ—the same as the Chicago Aeronuts use at the MW Champs. Rob Romash came out the 
victor for the second year in a row, this time with 17 points and sole possession of the Colorado Cup trophy (last year he tied with Bill Gowen). 
Romash won 5 events (F1L, UCLG, Std. CLG, LPP, Ministick). Second and third place in Grand Champ were Don DeLoach with 14 points and 
Bill Leppard with 11 points. 
 
I want to thank everyone who pitched in to make this contest a success, especially those who sat at the table and timed/recorded flights. Teamwork 
is what makes our club and these meets a success. Thanks to Darold Jones, Jerry Murphy, Mark Covington, Bill Leppard, and Rob Romash. I 
apologize if I missed anyone who did table duty for any length of time. Last but certainly not least Cindy DeLoach: Thanks from all of us for bring-
ing that outstanding carrot cake on Sunday. It was *truly* delectable! 
 
See you next year, 
Don DeLoach, CD 

CONTEST RESULTS 
Magnificent Mountain Men—Pikes Peak Ceiling Climb II 

Colorado Springs, CO  -  January 5-6, 2008 



Hand Launched Glider 
Todd Reynolds ..................................... 41.3+41.3...............  82.6 * 
Don DeLoach ....................................... 35.6+36.3...............  71.9 
Mark Covington ................................... 32.8+33.9...............  66.7 
Rob Romash ......................................... 31.3+31.4...............  62.7 
 
Junior Hand Launched Glider 
Raymond Boyd..................................... 19.8+18.5...............  38.3 
Stephen Boyd ....................................... 16.5+16.5...............  33.0 
 
Standard Catapult Glider 
Rob Romash ......................................... 36.0+35.4...............  71.4 
Todd Reynolds ..................................... 33.6+34.4...............  68.0 
Don DeLoach ....................................... 32.2+33.0...............  65.2 
Bill Leppard ......................................... 28.7+27.7...............  56.4 
Mark Covington ................................... 29.2+26.1...............  36.3 
 
Unlimited Catapult Glider 
Rob Romash ......................................... 41.5+42.1...............  83.6 ** 
Don DeLoach ....................................... 37.6+37.5...............  75.1 
Todd Reynolds ..................................... 36.1+35.4...............  71.5 
 
Limited Pennyplane 
Rob Romash ......................................... 8:54 
Bill Leppard ......................................... 7:09 
Jerry Murphy........................................ 5:25 
Steve Smith .......................................... 4:44 
John McGrath....................................... 4:14 
 
Peanut Scale 
Monte Peecher Fike.............................. :57 
Jerry Murphy Lacey ............................. :27 
 
P-24 
Chuck Etherington................................ 2:10 
 
A-6 
Don DeLoach ....................................... 5:03 
Bill Leppard ......................................... 4:17 
Todd Reynolds ..................................... 3:41 
Jerry Murphy........................................ 3:19 
Steve Smith .......................................... 2:45 
 
Ministick 
Rob Romash ......................................... 8:19 
Bill Leppard ......................................... 6:14 
Tom Norell ........................................... 6:08 
 
Pennyplane 
Bill Leppard ......................................... 9:50 
Don DeLoach ....................................... 7:11 

F1L 
Rob Romash ......................................... 10:33+10:18...........  20:51 
Bill Leppard.......................................... 10:46+9:24.............  20:10 
Don DeLoach ....................................... 8:23+8:08...............  16:31 
Jerry Murphy ........................................ 5:59+4:04...............  10:03 
 
FAC No-cal Scale (3 flight total) 
Bill Leppard Spitfire............................. 6:35 
Don DeLoach Judy ............................... 1:12 
Jerry Murphy Corsair............................ 1:03 
 
WWII No-Cal Mass Launch 
Bill Leppard Spitfire 
Jerry Murphy Corsair 
Don DeLoach Judy 
 
*club and site record 
**club record 

Magnificent Mountain Men—Pikes Peak Ceiling Climb II 

CAT II Class AA 
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